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Abstract—In the era of big data, for science gateways (SG) and 

cyberinfrastructure (CI) projects to have the greatest impacts, the 

tools need to be widely adopted in the scientific community. 

However, diffusion activities (community engagement to spread 

the tools) are often an afterthought in some SG/CI projects. We 

warn against the fallacy of ‘If You Build It, They Will Come’. 

Projects could be intentional in promoting tool adoption. We 

identified five external communication practices based on an 

analysis of 20 interviews with administrators, developers, users, 

and outreach educators working in CI across the US. The practices 

include raising awareness of the innovations, engaging in 

educational outreach, building relationships with trust, 

networking with the community, and keeping a track record of 

persistent documentations. While exploratory in nature, the 

findings can be used as a guideline for project to promote SG/CI 

diffusion. The paper serves as evidence to justify a bigger budget 

from funder for diffusion activities to increase adoption and 

broader impacts.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data requires a complex system to extract its hidden 
insights and values. Cyberinfrastructure (CI), also referred to as 
e-science in the European Union, is a complex system that 
consists of large-scale datasets, data storage systems, remote 
instruments, advanced computing technologies, interdependent 
software, diverse institutions, and most importantly, dispersed 
teams of experts [1].  In other words, CI is a complex socio-
technical system that allows scientists to innovate and make 
discoveries with big data, in a way otherwise not possible [2]. 
However, the necessity for mastering advanced computer 
programming has limited the widespread adoption of CI.  

To address this challenge, science gateways (SG) were 
developed to reduce the need to master advanced computing 
program to use CI. SG refers to a ‘‘community-specific set of 
tools, applications, and data collections that are integrated 
together via a portal or a suite of applications, providing access 
to Grid-integrated resources’’ [3]. Through a user-interface, SG 
allows scientists to access shared software, data, computing 
services, instruments, educational materials and other 
discipline-specific resources as a wide community of users [4]. 

In order for SG and CI projects to have the greatest impact 
on scientific discoveries, the tools need to be widely adopted in 
the research community. However, the tools will not always 
spread by themselves. The inception teams behind the tools need 
to systematically and strategically engage in external 
communication to promote the tools. Otherwise, many tools 
may fall by the way side, and eventually die out after the initial 
funding cycles conclude.  

The lack of intentional promotion of these tools is often due 
to what we term the fallacy of “If You Build It, They Will Come”. 
A line in pop culture inspired by the 1989 movie entitled ‘Field 
of Dreams,’ it creates the hopeful mindset that if a person 
strongly believes in a vision, the vision will eventually attract a 
large group of followers. In the movie, the main character (Ray) 
heard a voice that gave him the vision to build a baseball field in 
a cornfield in Iowa. Despites the initial struggles, the movie ends 
with hundreds of cars approaching the baseball field. While the 
message in the movie is inspiring, the reality of many SG/CI 
projects do not often match the same outcome as the movie. 

Given this realization, we set out to investigate what SG and 
CI inception teams can do in order to help attract users to their 
innovations. We organize the paper in the following way. First, 
we give a brief overview on the diffusion of innovations theory 
and recent application of this theory to the studies of SG and CI. 
Second, we discuss the data collection and analysis in the 
methodology section. Third, we present the research findings, 
including interview excerpts that illustrate the practices we 
identified. Fourth, we conclude with limitation and implications. 

II. SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH ON INNOVATION DIFFUSION 

A. Diffusion of Innovations Theory 

The diffusion of innovations theory [5] is a communication 
theory that explains what triggers the adoption of innovations in 
a social system. It is a general theory developed to describe and 
predict the uptake of innovations. An innovation can be any 
technology, behavior, meme, ideology, information, etc., 
perceived as new to a group, organization, community, and 
society. The theory includes innovation attributes, user 
categories, and social networks as key predictors of adoption 
across various social, technical, organizational, cultural, and 
political contexts. 
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B. The Diffusion of Science Gateways & Cyberinfrastructure 

More recently, diffusion theory has been applied to the social 
studies of SG and CI. For example, Kee, Sleiman, Williams, and 
Stewart [6] describe 10 attributes of SG/CI that attract new 
users. These attributes include the SG/CI meeting users’ needs, 
having organized access, trialability, observability, relative 
advantage, simplicity, compatibility, adaptability, as well as 
being community-driven and well-documented. Furthermore, 
Kee and Schrock [7] argue that social and organizational 
practices engaged by SG/CI inception teams increase the teams’ 
capability to promote their tools’ adoption and diffusion. The 12 
practices they identified are having multidisciplinary expertise, 
setting shared goals, using common language, having bridging 
liaisons, establishing productive routines, meeting face-to-face, 
demonstrating altruistic leadership, having clear roles, engaging 
user feedback, raising sustainable funding, growing 
organizational capacity, and maintaining personnel continuity.  

The practices identified by Kee and Schrock [7] are inward-
facing. In other words, they describe what the teams can do 
internally among members of a project. In the present paper, we 
set out to identify communication practices that are outward-
facing. We aim to identify external strategies that teams can 
engage to diffuse SG/CI as an innovation to the scientific 
community as the target social system. By diffusion, we mainly 
refer to community engagement activities that promote the 
adoption and spread of SG/CI in the scientific community. 
Therefore, we pose the research question (RQ): “What external 
communication strategies can promote the adoption and 
diffusion of science gateways and cyberinfrastructure?” At the 
heart of this RQ is the notion that building an innovation also 
requires strategic external communication to attract a large user-
base. “If You Build It, They Will Come” is a fallacy. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The data for this exploratory paper is a subset of a data set 
collected for a larger study, which focuses on the social and 
organizational dimensions of big data projects during SG/CI 
diffusion. The larger dataset included 123 semi-structured 
interviews with 124 individuals (one interview involved two 
informants) between March 2016 and July 2018. Interviews 
were transcribed verbatim using a contract transcription service.  

A. Systematic Sampling 

Using the roster of the larger data set, systematic sampling 
was performed with an interval of 6 (i.e., every 6th interview 
participant from the start of the roster) on the chronological list 
of informants of 123, yielding a subset of 20 randomly selected 
transcripts for this analysis. While the subset of 20 interviews 
may appear small, Boddy [8] shows that a sample size as small 
as 12 cases can reach theoretical saturation for certain studies. 
In the subset of the data for this exploratory paper, we have 80% 
male (n= 16) and 20% female (n= 4)  informants that are 
represented by a diverse range of stakeholders, including 
administrators, technologists, developers, scientists, users, 
facilitators, liaisons, and outreach educators of CI throughout 
the US. While the dataset is predominantly male (which is 
characteristic of the field of SG/CI), the variety of job roles and 
geographic origins represented by the informants gave us a 
holistic perspective for this paper. 

B. Systematic Analysis  

The present study took a qualitative social science approach, 
in that data collection and analysis followed the principles and 
strategies of grounded theory [9]. The purpose of a grounded 
analysis is to investigate a phenomenon in its early stages, before 
a quantitative analysis is feasible. As an analytic strategy for 
exploratory research, grounded theory analysis may appear 
anecdotal on the surface. We next explain how a grounded 
analysis was performed systematically in the present paper. 

The grounded theory approach includes the use of bottom-
up coding methods to identify themes and concepts. We began 
by selective coding, which involved flagging a large portion of 
interview text related to communication practices that are 
outward-facing. Then the analysis continued with open coding, 
which organically allowed themes and concepts to emerge 
during careful interpretations. Through constant comparisons, 
themes/concepts were either further differentiated or combined, 
until distinct categories were identified. Finally, axial coding 
related the concepts/themes via specific relationships.  

Because the interviews were conducted in a conversational 
fashion, brackets are used in selected excerpts to explain 
acronyms. Furthermore, illustrative excerpts from transcripts 
were slightly edited for conciseness and fluency purposes in this 
paper, while maintaining the informants’ original meanings. In 
these cases, edits are indicated by brackets in the following 
section. Excerpts also utilize a set of three dots to indicate the 
use of an ellipsis, where omissions of words and fillers increase 
succinctness without losing informants’ original meanings.  

IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS 

We begin this section with reporting on the findings to the 
RQ, “ What external communication strategies can promote the 
adoption and diffusion of science gateways and 
cyberinfrastructure?” Based on a systematic analysis, five 
themes emerged. We elaborate on the themes below. 

A. Raising Awareness of the Innovations 

For SG/CI to become widely adopted, potential users first 
have to become aware of the tools. Raising awareness of the 
innovations involves message dissemination, which is 
comprised of the public relations, marketing, and advertising 
efforts by inception teams. A scientist-developer (i.e., a scientist 
who develops his/her own tool) and an administrator from 
Washington who specializes in computing and software systems 
explained, “There is a sense of advertising that needs to happen 
in order for you to communicate to those who might use your 
software that you've created this and that it exists” (14 June 
2016).  An administrator and facilitator from Oklahoma further 
elaborated, “We do a lot of outreach to tell people that we’re 
here...So it’s...the communication, PR [public relations], and 
marketing part of [SG/CI]” (25 May 2016). Both informants 
spoke on how the aim of their outreach efforts is to let others 
know their tools’ existence. Similarly, an administrator and 
technologist from California with a background in physics 
summarized this goal with the reflection question, “How do you 
reach out to your potential customers and make sure they know 
you exist?” (3 May 2016). Raising awareness is about engaging 
in message dissemination to get the word out in order to have 
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potential users recognize the organization and the tools that they 
offer. 

An administrator and technologist in Pennsylvania 
suggested that a “social media presence,...announcements, 
updates, [and] news about what’s going on [within the SG/CI 
project]” (24 October 2016) are steps that inception teams can 
take to raise general awareness in message dissemination. A 
technologist and administrator from Colorado involved in 
atmospheric research shared that his center’s outreach also 
involve the utilization of social media, “[There is] still a large… 
group of people on campus that don’t know about us. So that’s 
definitely one of the other pieces… [W]e try to increase our 
social media activity, so that faculty or students become more 
aware of our service” (21 March 2016). Several informants 
noted social media for their awareness efforts, although we also 
recognize that the use of social media is generally limited among 
SG and CI projects at the time of this writing. 

B. Engaging in Educational Outreach 

Engaging in educational outreach goes beyond message 
dissemination as the goal for educational outreach is to have 
potential adopters and beginning users gain knowledge about the 
projects and the organization’s services, not simply an increase 
in awareness. A liaison and educator from Wyoming told us,  

[B]eyond just providing the cyberinfrastructure and being 
there to answer questions, the CI providers need to 
proactively do educational outreach, where you're actually 
going out and meeting with groups, and trying to [ask], 
‘What is your research?’ They'll tell you, and then you say, 
‘Okay. So, cyberinfrastructure could improve things this 
way, this way, and that way. This is how you get access to 
cyberinfrastructure. If you have questions, this is who you 
contact.’ (24 July 2017) 

This informant pointed out that educational outreach is not 
simply for assistance, where one  answers questions, hold office 
hours, and responds to inquiries. Instead, the messaging of 
educational outreach strategies is tailored to the user’s specific 
situation so they can understand the advantages of implementing 
SG/CI for their own purpose. An administrator, technologist, 
and liaison/educator in Oklahoma continued on this idea,  

Educational [outreach] and training programs that 
essentially let folks, who otherwise probably would not even 
consider using cyberinfrastructure for some of their either 
day-to-day tasks or consider it to be only for research 
purposes, [get]  a better handle on how it applies to just about 
everybody at the university and [how it] can be leveraged by 
anybody at the university, or even at the state. (20 June 2016) 

Educational outreach can take shape in trainings, workshops, 
classes, or tutorials. An administrator from Texas used a 
metaphor to illustrate his organization’s approach,  

Just like a university has freshman orientation, we offer 
similar classes and tutorials for beginning users to 
understand how to make effective use of the systems, how to 
get their work into the format and into the job submission 
service that the large systems use. Even just to familiarize 
themselves with the different systems and which system 
might be most appropriate for [their] science. (11 May 2016) 

The freshman orientation metaphor refers to educational 
outreach as a vehicle for potential users to imagine and 
understand where their work, jobs, and needs fit within SG/CI. 

C. Building Relationships with Trust 

A key part of successful CI projects includes relationship 
building and trust establishing between inception teams and 
potential users. To showcase the importance of relationships 
building, a technologist from Indiana told us, “Being able to 
make the relationships with [potential users] to… coax them into 
doing something new and interesting… that can maybe help 
them improve their work” (11 July 2017). He added that every 
potential user is unique, and that building a relationship requires 
starting from scratch each time. 

Additionally, existing users can promote adoption. 
Recommendations by peers in existing relationships encourage 
diffusion. An administrator from Texas with a background in 
visualization technologies provided an analogy,   

[S]imilar to like how your friends in the dorm give you 
recommendations about classes, there [are] also user 
communities that develop, either within particular research 
groups or even across particular disciplines that give folks 
ideas on how to use system[s] most effectively, kind of tricks 
of the trade in terms of configuring a simulation to a 
particular system. (11 May 2016) 

Furthermore, diffusing a tool requires the potential users to 
have confidence that the inception teams are committed to the 
new users’ success in using the tool. A developer from Utah 
noted,  

It is about working hand in hand and coming alongside to 
create excellence. That builds trust because they know 
you’re there for them – to help them out. And that goes a 
long way… And then also making sure that you position 
yourself so that you can execute. Sometimes you can have 
the trust of a person, but you can lose their trust [during] your 
execution. (July 2018) 

Building relationships with trust is a long-term commitment 
beyond simply adopting the tool. A scientist-developer from 
Utah told us, “[C]ollaboration involves quite a lot of trusting in 
the people you’re working with that, when you come to 
publishing, you’re both going to be appropriately listed as 
authors for reward and credit for your contribution” (7 April 
2017). He, then, stated the importance of working with people 
that are interested in the same problems, approaching them in a 
similar way, and having respect and trust so that collaborators 
can have confidence in the results. 

D. Networking with the Community 

Developers of successful SG and CI projects consistently 
referred to the benefits of networking and sharing knowledge 
with the community, especially at conferences. An 
administrator, facilitator, and educator from Utah told us that her 
organization is aware of how much they can benefit from 
attending conferences, “A lot of [knowledge comes] from the 
interactions and the relationships… [at] conferences where the 
new technologies are discussed and introduced, and having a 
network that goes beyond just our center [and] being involved 
in the national landscape of cyberinfrastructure” (6 April 2016). 



Moreover, a liaison with a background in parallel computing 
from North Carolina added,  

[Going to conferences] was really good because that really 
exposed me to the community, and I was able to meet people 
who were actually doing this work. That really made a big 
difference for me because it made me realize what people 
were doing in the field, and then how I could become 
involved with that. (14 August 2017) 

To allow developers to continue to share ideas and build those 
important relationships requires taking the time and effort to be 
present at relevant conferences.  

E. Keeping a Track Record of Persistent Documentations 

This theme talks about the value and benefits behind the 
practice of record keeping and documentations. Maintaining 
persistent documentations is key to diffusion because if 
inception teams are proactive in documenting the development 
history of the tools, how the tools can be used in practice to solve 
scientific problems, and the consistent quality and usability of 
their technologies, it’ll increase users’ perception of their 
persistence, and with that comes the increased likelihood of 
adoption. An administrator and developer from California that 
mentioned that “getting real world use cases well-documented 
and disseminated would be a powerful sales pitch” (3 May 
2016). 

Kee et al. [6] found that one of the attributes that drive 
adoption and diffusion of computational tools in e-science is that 
it is well-documented. They discovered that a well-documented 
tool, which includes historical record keeping of various 
versions and updates over time, user guides, and instructional 
material with examples for using the tool, help potential users 
imagine how they could use the tools for their own research. The 
practice of record-keeping assists users and developers in seeing 
the tools as more useful and adaptable. In fact, a co-producing 
user in California shared that lack of documentation can be an 
obstacle for potential users to adopt SG and CI,  

[D]ocumentation is the unsung hero of most 
cyberinfrastructure and also the sort of unrecognized 
weakness that a lot of cyberinfrastructure [projects have]... 
[H]aving complete documentation that [is] written hopefully 
with the input of someone who’s a user and not just the 
maintainer [and] the developer of the package, is super 
important... [P]oor documentation is a barrier to entry [in SG 
and CI] for sure. (11 July 2017) 

This practice also goes with building a project and inception 
team’s reputation.  By having a track record of persistent 
documentations which depict that the tool really works, it is a 
direct illustration of the committed mindset of the team for the 
sustainability and longevity of the tool that they produce.  A 
developer in Alabama further explained,  

[Y[ou need credibility. You need white papers. You need 
success stories… That’s what’s going to convince others to 
jump on, the late majority, the laggards. So that’ll convince 
them that it’s not just a fad if serious players are using it, 
serious people have used it and have had success with it. (23 
March 2016) 

In this quote, the informant shared that a track record showcases 
to potential adopters that the SG/CI projects is not a trend or a 
fleeting fad, but rather it is something that has potential of 
success and will be around for the long-term. With track records 
physically illustrating the sustainability of the tools, it also 
depicts the sustainability of the inception team behind it. 

V. CONCLUSION, LIMITATION, & IMPLICATIONS 

In this paper, we identified five external communication 
strategies to promote SG/CI diffusion. They include raising 
awareness of the innovations, engaging in educational outreach, 
building relationships with trust, networking with the 
community, and keeping a track record of persistent 
documentations. While we present the themes as distinct, they 
are intertwined in practice.  

We present these five strategies in a framework that we hope 
could serve as a checklist for practitioners to guide their SG/CI 
diffusion and community engagement activities. Some of these 
strategies may be intuitive to some, but they can serve as helpful 
ideas to others. While the strategies may be common sense to 
some, we observed during our research that common sense does 
not always lead to common practice. We argue that it is the 
common practice that makes a real difference, not simply having 
common sense. Therefore, we believe this framework can be 
useful for both new and experienced practitioners. 

Of course, qualitative social science cannot claim causality. 
The strategies identified came from the informants’ responses, 
suggestions, and reflections, which helped us formulate on what 
it may take for inception teams to promote SG/CI diffusion 
through external communication. These practices cannot 
guarantee success because an unfavorable outcome may occur 
due to reasons beyond anyone’s control. To establish causality, 
experimental research with a temporal dimension would be 
necessary. Future studies employing quantitative approaches 
may overcome this weakness. 

While we foreground the importance of the social and 
organizational dimensions of SG/CI, the complex innovation is 
fundamentally technical. We simply argue not to leave external 
communication to promote adoption as an afterthought. 
Overlooking diffusion strategies is a common pitfall because 
developers are usually not trained in external communication. 
Their job should focus on the technical dimensions, rightfully 
so. Moreover, carrying out effective external communication is 
extremely time-consuming. Developers are often already 
overwhelmed by their technical responsibilities.  

To further complicate the problem, it is often difficult to 
build into the budget of an externally funded project to support 
full-time personnel to engage in external communication, 
especially documentation. However, we warn against the fallacy 
of “If You Build It, They Will Come,” lest that good SG/CI fails 
to gain traction due to practices that can be proactively engaged 
to promote uptake. Given this, we write the present paper as 
another piece of evidence for future projects to reference in 
funding proposals to request a bigger budget for external 
communication. Such an arrangement can increase a project’s 
strategic diffusion of its SG/CI to promote broader impacts and 
community engagement. 
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